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Latinx Heritage Month begins with silent disco, food and games

JULIAN TINEO | THE TICKER

September's Latinx Heritage Month brings attention to the traditional cultures and historical icons of Latin American countries, and the diverse identities of Baruch College students that come from these countries.
BY FEBA GEORGE

STAFF MEMBER

To start off Latinx Heritage Month, Baruch College had its opening ceremony on Sept. 3 in the second floor lobby. Students marked the beginning of the month’s celebrations with ethnic
food, music and games.
The ceremony was hosted by the Latin American Student Organization, Ecuadorian Club and the Undergraduate Student Government of Baruch.
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Women's volleyball and men's
soccer teams off to strong starts
BY ETHAN BHERWANI

OPINIONS

Blackboard doesn't live up to student expectations

B

aruch College students are encouraged to take advantage of the many technological resources available
to them. From computer labs to study rooms to numerous online platforms, students have access to many
different resources that can help them study and learn.

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

On Aug. 31, 2019 the Baruch College Bearcats soccer team were shut
out — 1-0 — by SUNY Fredonia.
Battling hard throughout the second half, and especially the closing
minutes, the Bearcats were unable to compensate their efforts with a
game-tying goal. Midfielder Adonis Martinez played well, demonstrating proficient vision and consistently opening up the field for an attack.
The Bearcats look to redeem their efforts on Wednesday, Sept. 4th
against St. Joseph's College of Brooklyn at Randall's Island Field.
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Bloomberg Terminal comes to
Baruch; series of workshops will
be held to introduce it to students

JOEL C. BAUTISTA | THE TICKER

Musk and Ma clash over future of super computers

BY NICOLAS DOMINIQUE

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

BY YASMEEN PERSAUD

OPINIONS EDITOR

The first Bloomberg workshop to introduce the Bloomberg Professional Service took place in the Subotnick Center on the trading floor of
the Baruch College Library on Sept. 3 from 12:30 p.m. to 1:45 p.m..
Bloomberg I covered navigation within the Bloomberg system and
focused on equity markets and researching public companies. Professor
Harold Gee provided details about the possible ways of using the system
and the reputable companies who use it.

It seems as if Elon Musk will never stop turning heads — the CEO of Tesla recently challenged Jack Ma, CEO
of Alibaba on artificial intelligence, stating that the future of technology resides in the hands of advanced computers.
“Musk disagreed with Jack Ma of Alibaba on whether humans can create things that could outsmart us,”
CNBC reported.
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LASO kicks off Latinx Heritage Month with ethnic foods and music
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The focus of the event was “interaction, just so the community
knows that we exist,” said Latinx
Month Committee and Ecuadorian
Club member Christopher Jara.
Some of the activities included
having students tape up flags from
their country of origin on a poster
to see which country is most represented at Baruch. There was also
a variety of ethnic cuisine and the
occasional dancing.
Alongside the decorations and
food were posters featuring cultural icons of Latinx Heritage who
overcame different barriers to pursue the careers they had, exemplifying the theme of this month’s
celebrations and commemorations
— overcoming adversity.
Students walking by were certainly drawn to the excellent cuisine but, as Eileen Barros, a student
of Ecuadorian heritage, said “as
people are serving, you’re engaging in conversation with someone
you’ve never met whom you might
befriend and see in the future.”
She added that the food “really
brings great memories from [her]
childhood when [her] family used
to get together and make humitas
from scratch.”
When asked about her own ex-

"There is something familiar
about being able to speak
about things that maybe you
wouldn’t speak to with other
friends."
– Marjorie Nolivos

perience with overcoming adversity she explained that in July 2018
her father was about to be deported.
She emphasized how supportive her family, friends and the Baruch community overall were both
financially, academically and emotionally. Fortunately, her dad was
released during the spring semester of 2018, making it possible for
Barros’s whole family to be there
for her graduation Spring 2020.
Barros took this opportunity to
recognize that “there is a large community of students going through
similar situations as [her]” and that
her own struggles have made her
want to join Undergraduate Student Graduate as a representative
senator to help support other students facing such adversities.
Kimberly Ayala, also a member
of the month’s planning committee, worked to understand the financial difficulties faced by others
living in Latin countries and not
allowing her own relative wealth to
impact how she thinks and behaves
around others of Latinx Heritage
who may be worse off.
Overall, the event emphasized
how this month is dedicated to
discussing the issues faced by the
Latinx community, meeting other
students of the same ethnic backgrounds but different cultures,
sharing experiences and emphasizing the inclusivity of the community as a whole.
As Marjorie Nolivos, another
member of the Latinx Heritage
Month Committee said, “There
is something familiar about being able to speak about things that
maybe you wouldn’t speak to with
other friends.”
Some of the upcoming events to
anticipate throughout the month
are Family Feud: Latinx Style, Latinos Professionales and Café con
Tía.
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Students enjoy traditional Latin American foods as Spanish music blasts through speakers on the second-floor lobby.
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Actor, singer and songwriter Abby Jim
is not the sterotypical Baruch student

Go abroad with AIESEC:
the globalist experience
BY ANGELICA TEJADA

BY YASMEEN PERSAUD

OPINIONS EDITOR

STAFF WRITER

In the midst of slow elevators
and crowded hallways at Baruch
College, sophomore Abigail Jim
stands brave and determined.
Jim, who grew up in the starlit melting pot of New York City,
makes her way through life — and
college — by diving deep into her
passions of songwriting, singing
and acting.
“I remember in kindergarten,
they ask what you want to be when
you grow up and I said actor, and
you know every kid sometimes just
says things,” Jim stated.
“I really didn’t take myself seriously until high school, where I realized the creative side never really
went away.”
At only 19 years old, the digital
communications major is modest
when she acknowledges the many
feats she has under her belt, securing professional acting gigs from a
young age.
“I did a lot of small gigs and
then landed an Ikea commercial
which went national, this was my
first real job which got the ball rolling,” Jim said.
The young talent was first discovered at a Long Island singing
competition, in which a photographer offered to take professional
headshots of her.
Soon after, Jim was signed to
her first agency, Prestige Management Inc., which further encouraged her to move in the direction
of acting, but this didn’t stop her
voice from making its mark.
Jim also starred as a contestant
on Spanish singing shows, including Univision’s La Banda as a season two contestant.
Her first project was the short

AIESEC, a global nonprofit organization that has chapters in
universities across the world and
helps train the next generation of
leaders, sends people abroad to
volunteer or intern.
Students who are interested in
AIESEC at Baruch College must
go through an application process. Those who get accepted go
through a training process before
they begin to figure out what they
want to do in the organization
and whether they want to work
abroad.
Students can be general members in the organization and still
get the same benefits as those who
travel to foreign countries.
“AIESEC is a global network
of people that simply believe that
youth leadership is not an option,
but our responsibility,” the organization’s website sited.
“AIESEC has impacted my life
in a big way,” said president of AIESEC, Alejandra Acherry.
“It has been the only club I
have been in and I feel as though
I have become more open and
confident within myself. Being
able to lead a group of people has
shown me the way to do so many
different things. AIESEC has overall benefited me in a professional,
personal and educational manner.”
Within the club, each member
has the chance to advance and obtain different titles as their time in
the club progresses.
“This club has helped me grow
because there is a leadership pipeline, meaning that most of the time
our members transition into leadership positions later,” said Vice

FEBPHOTO COURTESY OF ABIGAIL JIM

Student Abby Jim has also modeled professionally for gigs, shows and contests.
film Golf, followed by the TV movie Wholly Broken.
Jim’s love for acting and singing found its roots in her own little
game she played as a child.
“I was an expert at playing pretend,” she laughs wholeheartedly.
“I would be in middle school
trying to convince people I was
this person or this, and my parents
would ask me what I was doing.”
Choosing a school like Baruch
was a smart decision for Jim, not
only because of her love for the
city, but because of her love for
the hidden and explorative side of
business.
“I believe creativity can only be
truly successful if it has some kind
of involvement in business and
I just wanted to surround myself
with that,” Jim said.
On campus, Jim plays an active
role in the community — being

a member of the Latin American
Student Organization and even
taking part in Cabaret, a Baruch
musical production held last year.
Even though she finds herself
constantly gearing her creative
pursuits toward acting and singing, Jim often finds herself writing
songs on train rides and singing
them in her room.
She believes that her love
for writing songs is where the
deepest of her passions lie, and
what most of her time is dedicated
to.
Everyone can stream Jim’s first
single “Faked It.” on streaming service platforms such as YouTube,
Spotify and Apple Music.
“Writing is kind of my main
direction for creativity at the moment,” she said.
“It’s ever changing but it doesn’t
feel uncomfortable.”

President of Talent Management
Kamila Lukyanova.
“So, for example, they start as
a member and then they move up
the ladder to team leader and then
to vice president.”
While the club is mostly made
up of business-oriented students,
the conversations surrounding
social issues occur often and the
members get to gain experiences
outside of the club meetings.
“I got the opportunity to travel
to Washington, D.C. this summer
to go to a national conference. In
the conference we met a lot of AIESEC people from many different
states across the United States,”
added Lukyanova.
The personal impact that AIESEC makes onto its members influences how they contribute to
society.
“AIESEC has helped me become a global citizen as we say in
AIESEC,” stated Vice President of
Finance Paris Papadatos.
“It has made me aware of everything that is happening in the
world and the situations different
people are in.”
The club offers space for students to gain opportunities in
business while collaborating with
people from different states and
countries. AIESEC is a club that
preps its members to become active and professional young adults
that can utilize their skills to make
a difference.
“Throughout my experience
as the Vice President of Finance
in AIESEC, I have been through
many challenges,” added Papadatos.
“All I can say is that it has made
me stronger and it has installed
this passion in me that’s like no
other.”
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CUNY TV should be geared
more toward student content

C

UNY TV has been broadcasting to homes in the New York metropolitan area since 1985. In its three-decade history, it has won
20 Emmy awards and now reaches 7.3 million households in the
city, making it the largest public university station in the United States,
according to its official website. The network features dramas, insightful talks and lectures and programming with experts from the fields of
science, business, arts and public affairs. The channel clearly provides
a wealth of knowledge to not only students but anyone with an internet
connection. So why do so few people know about it?
CUNY TV’s lack of recognition certainly is not due to uninteresting
content. Earlier this year, the network received a record 14 New York
Emmy nominations and won two. Its Black America web series episode featuring La Sonya Gunter, make-up supervisor for the musical
Kinky Boots, won the award in the Entertainment category as a Program
Feature. Barcelona-born artist Gemma Gené’s feature on Nueva York
won in the Arts category as a Program Feature. There are many unique
stories being told by programs on CUNY TV featuring the university’s
faculty and leadership.
While the content of CUNY TV is strong, it’s not perfectly suited for
a college student audience. All of the CUNY schools are represented in
some way by CUNY TV, though at first glance most of the programming
appears to highlight the ideas of faculty members or special guests
rather than students. Engaging the student body as viewers could be
easier with more student representation in the programming.
There’s much to learn from the discussions with all of the CUNY
valedictorians and the education specials that pertain directly to students, though there is a clear focus on featuring administrators and
New York government officials on the channel. While there is value to
be found in listening to these voices, more student ones would be encouraging and relatable on the CUNY TV platform.
On Baruch College’s campus, one might be hard-pressed to find
advertisements for CUNY TV. Declining use of cable television among
young people also doesn’t help in engaging a student audience though
Baruch can do more to make CUNY TV’s resources more easily available and recognizable among its students. Doing so will only strengthen its commitment to its mission.

Gifted programs must not be banned

N

ew York City public schools gifted programs have been criticized for their lack of diversity, prompting action for considerable removal. One proposal aims to eliminate these programs
in all New York City schools in order to reduce the racial inequality that
currently exists within the system. By doing this, the proponents of the
proposal believe it can make all students feel like they have the same
opportunities available to them.
Resources for gifted programs are often better and in higher supply.
Getting rid of these programs could remove these valuable resources
from schools. Removing gifted programs may very well help the issue
of inequality in schools, but this approach does not tackle the actual
problem. Instead of this, we should direct our attention toward keeping
these resources, but eliminating the stigma around gifted programs and
finding less drastic ways to combat racial inequality. Removing these
programs from schools is ignoring the larger systemic issue of racial inequality in public schools. This seems like more of a quick fix to something that will actually take years to mend.
Our attention should instead be focused on improving the situation with long-term change that will give equal chances to everyone.
Perhaps schools should focus on implementing programs that aim to
educate students on racial inequality, allowing for them to take action
and prevent instances that leave students feeling left out.
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Hop off the ‘Gillibrandwagon' —
Gillibrand resigns from 2020 race

N

ew York Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand dropped out of the
race for the 2020 Democratic presidential nomination on
Aug. 28. She was unable to meet
the fundraising quota and polling
requirement to qualify for the third
Democratic debate that is set to occur in September, with only about
$800,000 in funds left and polling
at under 1% according to the New
York Times article that broke the
news .
“She wanted to know that she
was doing everything she can to
be part of the smaller group that
was on the September and October
debate stage, so when that didn't
come together, she knew it might
not be her time,” said a Gillibrand
campaign aide, as reported by
CNN.
Gillibrand said herself that if she
wasn’t able to attend the third set of
debates that her bid for nominee
would be over, but now that it has
actually happened, it is likely going
to affect the other candidates’ campaigns in a few ways.
One foreseeable way is that
there’s now just a little bit more
room on the debate stage for all of
the other candidates. At its peak,
the Democratic race was a competition between 26 people — a mix
of senators, mayors, governors and
house representatives.
Now there are 20 Democrats still
in the running with Gillibrand having been the most recent person to

close her campaign.
With Gillibrand out of the race,
it will give the other 20 candidates
a slightly large stake of the public’s
attention. Less candidates running
means more television airtime for
each candidate and more interviews can be directed toward each
of them. This will benefit the 20
Democrats running significantly,
even if they respected the senator
and her ideas. The fewer slices of
pie, the bigger each slice gets to be.
Another way that Gillibrand
withdrawing from the race can affect the other remaining candidates
is that it opens up the opportunity
for any of them to become the new
“women and children’s rights”
candidate. The senator’s central
campaign focus, as well as her primary concern while in Congress,
was women’s issues such as the
wage gap and the fight to preserve
abortion as an option for American
women.
“Ms. Gillibrand, 52, had anchored her candidacy in issues of
women’s equality with a strong
emphasis on abortion rights,”
the before-mentioned New York
Times article stated. “She pledged
to screen nominees for judgeships
based on their support for the Roe
v. Wade decision legalizing abortion, and held rallies in two Republican-leaning states, Georgia
and Missouri, where conservative
lawmakers recently passed new restrictions on the procedure.”

Since Gillibrand is no longer
campaigning for the nomination,
all the other Democrats running
can take this chance to brand
themselves as the new women’s
rights activist of the debate stage.Of
course, all the Democrats running
have liberal views on the ideas of
abortion and paid family leave, but
a candidate can still try to set themselves apart by making their whole
campaign centered around this
subject, like Gillibrand had, unsuccessfully, been trying to do. Washington Governor Jay Inslee had
done this with climate change and
global warming, and former tech
executive Andrew Yang is known
for discussing artificial intelligence.
If a lesser-known candidate labels themselves the woman’s rights
advocate in a unique and clever
way, it might help them to become
more recognizable and maybe
even gain them some more votes in
the polls.
In any case, the announcement
of retracting their bid for the nomination from any candidate can affect the rest of the candidates in
some small ways, but there’s only a
handful of candidates whose withdrawal from the race would create
any big changes, such as former
Vice President Joe Biden and Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth Warren.
-Amanda Salazar
Journalism ‘22

Blackboard hinders student learning
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
However, instead of streamlining how students absorb their content, professors often resort to using more than one online platform
because of CUNY Blackboard’s inefficiency.
Blackboard’s main goal as listed
on CUNY’s official site “is to better support the development and
delivery of web-enhanced, hybrid
and online instructional opportunities.”
This mission would result in a
faster and more advanced educational service, making things more
convenient and easier for students.
But, many students and professors at Baruch would agree that this
goal has not been met.
A common complaint from
students is that Blackboard does
not load pages properly or is often
down for maintenance at the most
inconvenient times which can result in delays.
“Blackboard has made it incon-

venient for me to do work that’s already inconvenient,” Baruch junior
Faiyaad Hossain said.
Some professors who are not
fond of Blackboard instead refer
their students to join other platforms like Canvas.
Competing platform Canvas offers a lot more than Blackboard to
both the students and the professors.
Many students in Baruch, especially in the Zicklin School of Business, have to use platforms such
as McGraw Hill Connect for their
classes.
A big perk that Canvas offers
which Blackboard lacks is the ability to sync Connect to the platform,
showing assignments, quizzes and
due dates in one space.
Everything is accessible from a
single site, instead of having students going from tab to tab for only
one assignment.
Another major difference between the two is that Canvas allows for third-party plugins, while

Blackboard does not.
Even though Blackboard has
more capabilities pre-installed
and included, Canvas has more
capabilities when it comes to adding programs and giving professors more flexibility with what they
want within the class.
Blackboard has been a leader in
online platforms for CUNY, but it is
simply not up to the technological
standards that students expect and
deserve.
Baruch already requires students to do a lot of work on thirdparty websites like McGraw Hill
Connect and Cengage.
Having a platform that can allow
direct access to those sites, while
also seeing grades and discussion
boards would be easier and more
convenient.
Canvas might not be perfect, but
it is a good alternative to the current
outdated system that is Blackboard.
-Katarzyna Borkowska
International Business ‘20
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USG wants students to
take charge by voting
THE USG REPORT

DAKSHATHA DAGGALA

F

rom free food and polaroid
pictures to a very successful
Loft Party, we hope you all
have had a wonderful first week
here at Baruch College.
The Undergraduate Student
Government was happy to serve
with our events all week long
and we hope you bring the same
energy you showed us in the past
week to “Homecoming” on Sept.
19.
As your USG, we want to emphasize service whenever we can.
In our Baruch community, it begins with your voice and making
sure it is heard.
With that said, I would like to
personally thank everyone who
responded to our survey throughout Welcome Week.
In addition to that, as we approach National Voter Registration Day on Sept. 24, I wanted to
draw attention to the importance
of registration.
Baruch has partnered with the
nonprofit organization National
Voter Registration Day in order
to give Baruch students easy access to registering. Election Day is
only two months away, and while
it's not a major election year, there

are still some important local elections happening this year.
We will be tabling during club
hours and will be available to answer any questions you may have
about the process. It is a day to
celebrate democracy and the long
history of advocacy for voting
rights.
As USG, we want our constituents to be provided with as many
opportunities as possible to be an
active and participating member
in our community.
As Baruch students, and as
CUNY students, we have to be vigilant in our efforts to advocate for
our school and community.
Notions that your vote does not
matter are simply untrue.
Each and every vote tells our
elected officials what issues you
care about.
In order to participate in elections on Nov. 5, you must be registered by Oct. 11.
If you cannot make it on the
day of the event, please don’t hesitate to stop by our suite to pick up
the form.
In a time of budget shortages
and underfunded construction
projects, being registered to vote
provides the power to choose legislators who have our best interests in mind.
Change can happen one registrant at a time — there is an incredible amount of influence behind a process that takes less than
five minutes to complete, and
students should definitely take advantage of this opportunity.
Dakshatha Daggala is the president of USG. She can be reached at
dakshatha.daggala@usgbaruch.
com. Her office is located at 3-272
in the Newman Vertical Campus.

Forced income saving
will hurt NYC's homeless

T

he New York City Department of Homeless Services
has proposed the Income
Savings Plan, targeting the homeless individuals that reside in the
DHS shelters.
The motive behind this plan
is to help these individuals “exit
DHS shelters by budgeting for and
developing savings,” according to
The New York City Rules website.
Out of all the income that the
homeless person makes, the plan
will require them to save 30% of it
into a savings account.
The money being deposited by
the individuals will be managed
by the New York City Department
of Social Services. The Income
Savings Plan has been set to “first
apply to single adults with earned
income…and will begin applying
to families in 2020,” stated Curbed
NY .
Everything has its pros and
cons, leading the Income Savings
Plan to be not as picture-perfect
as it is set to be. The plans outline
indicates that by having the homeless person save a portion of their
income, it will help them once
they leave the DHS shelter.
Each homeless individual
whose savings is put into an account cannot have access to these
savings until they have left the
DHS shelter.
By not allowing them to get
a hold of their savings, it leads to
them not having the ability to use
that money in case of an emergency.
These individuals are vulnerable and do not live comfortably
enough to have the ability to cover
any extra costs that arise unexpectedly.
Additionally, if the homeless
individual does not deposit the

certain percent of their savings,
they will face consequences. The
individual would be “at a risk of
noncompliance and could lose
their shelter services,” as reported
by City Limits .
In the cases in which the homeless individual cannot deposit the
amount mandated by the DHS to
save, it affects their state of living
harshly.
Losing the ability to stay at a
shelter actually backtracks the
initiative to help the homeless in
New York City. The Department
of Homeless Services states that
“58,980 total people…spent the
night in a shelter,” reported New
York Daily News.
When one considers the conditions and responsibilities that
homeless individuals have to survive in, money is not the number
one priority. More important is
being able to access food and shelter.
These basic necessities are
needed to live a healthy life and to
be safe, especially during the cold
winter nights that are approaching.
Unfortunately, in New York
City the cost of both food and shelter seems to increase on a day to
day basis. The more expensive it
becomes to live in New York City,
the less possible it seems for these
homeless individuals to be able
to leave the shelters and live in
homes where they have to pay rent
and other expenses.
A plan that can benefit these
homeless individuals would be to
place the focus onto making life
outside of the shelter more affordable.
-Angelica Tejada
Journalism ‘22

We don't need to calm down when it
comes to protesting through music

T

aylor Swift declares, "And
shade never made anybody
less gay!” before the triumphant chorus of “You Need To
Calm Down.” The anthem protests
anti-LGBTQ trolls with sassy lyrics
and synth-pop production. It also
provided Swift a platform to support the House bill titled the Equality Act.
On her change.org petition,
she wrote, “Pressure from massive
amounts of people is a major way
to push politicians towards positive change. That’s why I’ve created
this petition to urge the Senate to
support the Equality Act.”
Swift isn’t the only artist using
her craft to send political messages. Childish Gambino, known
better as Donald Glover, did so
famously with his song “This Is
America” in 2018.
The single alludes to gun violence, police brutality and discrimination against African Americans.
Its music video which is littered
with hidden messages, provides
commentary on these issues
through its imagery. For example,
the guns used in the video are
placed safely in a red cloth, while
the dead bodies are carelessly
dragged away.
Glover uses this to represent
how guns are treated with more
reverence than the victims affected
by them.
While African Americans are
being chased by men on horses,
Glover and a group of kids dance
in the foreground, distracting from
the violent chaos erupting behind
them.
Through this, he calls out society for their hypocrisy for indulging
in black culture but ignoring black
issues. “This is America” was so
influential that it amassed almost

600 million views on YouTube and
earned Glover four Grammys.
American rock band The Killers tackle gun control, racism and
immigration in their song “Land of
the Free.”
Frontman Brandon Flowers
juxtaposes America’s social ills
with its famous epithet: “We got a
problem with guns / In the land of
the free.” By doing so, he emphasizes the contrast between what is
America’s ideal and what is its true
reality.
Similarly, Logic expressed his
political views in 2017 with song
“America,” featuring Chuck D, No
I.D., Big Lenbo and Black Thought.
The lyrics tackle topics including
white supremacy, gun violence
and poverty. Logic criticizes Donald Trump’s campaign slogan with
lyrics “Like make America great
again / Make it hate again / Make
it white / Make everybody fight.”
Lady Gaga’s ballad “Angel Down”
is an ode to Trayvon Martin, an unarmed African-American teen who
was fatally shot.
Lin-Manuel Miranda created
“Almost Like Praying” to raise
funds for Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria devasted the island in
2017.
Miranda enlisted the help of
twenty-one other Latin artists including Camilla Cabello, Jennifer
Lopez and Luis Fonsi, to name the
towns in Puerto Rico.
All of the proceeds were donated to the Hispanic Federation,
whose efforts were dedicated to
providing relief, according to their
official website.
FLETCHER alluded to the
Time’s Up and #MeToo movement
with her 2018 ballad “I Believe
You.”
She stood in solidarity with the

women who had become vocal
about their experiences. The lyrics
“Did they tell you you were asking
for it by what you were wearing?”
reference the common question
that implies victims are responsible for their assault. She shared
her thoughts in an open letter
on Billboard writing, “This song
is for all of the amazing women
I work with every day who have
been felt up, shut up and kicked
down.
And for all the women whose
stories I haven’t heard, this song
was made to let them know that
I’m listening, we all are.”
The 1975, choosing not to focus on just one particular issue,
instead captured our current political climate with “Love It If We
Made It.”
Lyrics range from referencing
incarceration, “Selling melanin
and then suffocate the black men /
start with misdemeanors and we'll
make a business out of them,” to
Donald Trump’s tweets, “Thank
you Kanye, very cool!” The song is
observant of our turbulent times
but offers a hopeful response to
the chaos.
Artists, especially songwriters,
have always employed their own
experiences and beliefs to create
songs.
Protest music is simply an extension of that; it allows musicians
to give purpose to their art. Considering America’s volatile political
climate, it is no surprise that they
are taking their thoughts to the
recording studio. As Lana Del Rey
put it in The New York Times — “If
there wasn’t a time for protest music, there absolutely is now.”
-Emanuela Gallo
Undecided ‘23
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Glassdoor picks 2019 top CEOs based on employee satisfaction
BY YASMEEN PERSAUD

OPINIONS EDITOR

Popular job recruitment site,
Glassdoor, recently announced
their top CEOs of 2019 based on
employee choice.
The list contained 100 CEOs
listed with their company name
and approval rating. Additionally,
Glassdoor linked reviews and jobs
under the name of the CEOs, which
allowed potential job seekers the
ability to embrace a window of opportunity.
Glassdoor stopped at nothing
but high standards with approval
ratings ranging from 90-99%.
VMware’s CEO Pat Gelsinger
ranked number one with a 99% approval rating — an impressive jump
from the 78th spot in 2018.
VMware is committed to transforming digital technology, their
website stating that their “business
is innovation,” with its employees
playing a key role.
An employee from California
even stated that “VMware won't
spoon-feed you, but will ensure
that you are given the tools and opportunities to go as far as you want,”
Glassdoor reported.
CEOs are representatives of the
companies. Most reviews applauded Gellsinger, even if the experience working at his company was
lackluster.
A manager writes that VMware
is “only good for unlimited time off
and the name” and that the experience working there will be “defined by the manager,” according to
Glassdoor.

CEOs are supposed to understand the needs of the company
and direct the company toward an
increasingly innovative and profitable path.
However, it may not always be
possible to identify and fix every
company's problem that appears
firsthand.
The importance of employees
are crucial in such situations.
The leadership established in
one determined employee can
create a positive domino effect for
others, influencing the work environment.
“Your employees are on the
front lines in transforming the customer experience and actually play
the most significant role,” Forbes
stated.
Another impressive addition to
Glassdoor’s list is Lynsi Snyder at
number three. The CEO of the popular fast-food burger joint In-N-Out
Burger served up an approval rating of 99%.
Snyder managed to maintain
her standing on the list, up one spot
from 2018.
While the franchise was an inheritance, reviews from Glassdoor
prove just how hard she worked to
earn her spot.
Money.com released an article
angled on Snyder, stating that, “to
be considered, CEOs had to have
received a minimum of 100 approval ratings and 100 senior management ratings on Glassdoor’s
website between May 2018 and
May 2019.”
It seems that the CEOs who
made the list are highly pivoted

TUMISU | PIXABAY

Glassdoor's list of 2019's top CEOs also included T-Mobile's John Legere, Adobe's Shantanu Narayen and Microsoft's Satya Nadella.
toward creating a better work environment for their employees.
Snyder describes that she values
more than just money, and plans to
not sell the burger joint “any time
soon,” according to an interview she did with The New York
Times.
Back in August, CEOs of top
companies such as Apple and

Bloomberg Terminal will be promoted
to Baruch students through workshops

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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The Bloomberg Terminal is in the Subotnick Center on the trade floor of the library.
Therefore, free access for Baruch students is an outstanding
opportunity.
Those who manage to sign up
for the 75-minute lessons can gain
a competitive edge for the careers
in the financial sector.
Currently, there is a Bloomberg
Market Concepts course in which
students can learn about topics
such as economic indicators and
equity research.
All students from different majors can benefit from the oppor-

tunity since finance is interrelated
to almost all majors and fields of
business.
Whether one is an active investor, portfolio manager, or just
preparing for retirement, everyone
requires financial literacy in order
to make sound financial decisions
and have a secure future.
Throughout this semester, students will be able to attend various
workshops to gain understanding
and expertise in using this new
technology.

boardroom for 50 years,” The
New York Times reported.
Glassdoor’s 2019 top CEOs
list can be a guideline for both
employers and job seekers alike.
The CEOs on the list earned
their ranks from their resilience
in their industries and immense
dedication to their employees'
well-being.

Micro-invest your spare
change with Acorns app
BY MALIQ WINTER

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Throughout the semester, students will be able to learn about
the Bloomberg Terminal.
This is a tool that has revolutionized how financial data is used
by many of the big wall street firms,
names including Morgan Stanley,
Goldman Sachs and JPMorgan
Chase & Co.
Companies continue to seek
great talent and competency, and
getting a head start on important
technical skills might help build a
solid foundation.
Given the volatility of markets
all over the world and globalization
creating increased interdependence and correlation, predicting
the next big trend or “beating the
market” is becoming an extremely
difficult task.
For professionals working in the
finance sector, maintaining great
returns for their investors remains
challenging. For a regular investor,
keeping track of regular business
news can be enough.
Investing is the process of committing money to work for the investor, but with reward comes risk.
Limited knowledge increases
the uncertainty, but decisions
backed by data can lead to healthier investments.
The Bloomberg Terminal is a
computer system that allows investors to access the Bloomberg
data service. The terminal provides
real-time financial data, news
feeds, messages and also facilitates
the placement of financial transactions.
Bloomberg charges a monthly
fee, with the proprietary computer
system beginning around $22,500
annually per user according to Investopedia.

JPMorgan Chase & Co. demonstrated that they want to focus
more on prioritizing their employees first.
This new focus “was an explicit rebuke of the notion that
the role of the corporation is
to maximize profits at all costs
— the philosophy that has held
sway on Wall Street and in the

Acorns is a new app that allows
its users to invest spare change
without the pressure of having to
know much about investing and
the market. Many people say that
they want to invest, but claim to
not to have enough knowledge or
the money to do so.
With only 17 states requiring
any classes in financial education
in high school, it is no wonder
America’s younger generations are
struggling to save and invest.
It was reported by the Federal
Reserve that as many as 42% of
non-retired adults under 30 have
no retirement savings.
The past decade has seen the
rise of dozens of investment apps.
There were attempts to create opportunities for the not-so-marketsavvy, time crunched and twentysomethings to get started on their
nest eggs.
Acorns, in particular, stresses
an extremely hands-off approach
in which users are able to invest
spare change in the form of rounding up each purchase they make
with a particular card.
These micro-investments are
then placed into a portfolio of Exchange-Traded Funds, a fund with
a mix of investments in stocks or
bonds of the user’s choice.
These choices range from a
conservative option consisting
solely of bond investments, to
more aggressive strategies that
are more reliant on the prices of
stocks.
“Whevener I buy something,
say it costs $10.68, I’m never going
to miss that $0.32. I never notice it,
but at the end of the month, those
round-ups really add up,” says An-

gel Torres, an Acorns user, about
this feature.
Users can even schedule automated deposits into their accounts
at regular intervals to help them
achieve their savings goals faster.
The app also comes with features that estimate the money the
users will have in 2, 5 and 40 years.
Acorns management fees start at
$1 per month, which is waived if
signed up with an active “edu”
email address.
There are similar investing
apps making small scale investments possible such as Stash and
Robinhood.
Both of these apps offer increasingly more hands-on approaches to novice investors looking to put more time and effort
into their investment decisions.
Stash, while very similar to
Acorns, has users select a mix of
stocks and ETFs to add to their
portfolio from a list of recommendations.
It has a similar low bar of entry
at $5 by allowing users to invest
in fractional shares. Robinhood,
in contrast to these other two,
gives full control of the investment choices by allowing users to
autonomously buy and sell most
stocks, options and ETFs.
While Acorns and these other
investment apps can be a great
place to start for new investors, it
is a good idea to diversify savings
and do research on alternate options.
It might be beneficial to consider looking into traditional savings accounts, certificates of deposit, IRAs and other possible opportunities.
Editor's Note: Angel Torres is the
former copy chief of The Ticker.
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A Financial Briefing by Baruch College’s Investment Management Group
Throughout the summer, the
oil and gas industry has been in a
steep decline. Both West Texas Intermediate and Brent Crude have
been down since the end of the
spring semester, with Brent falling from a high of $74 in April to
its current price of $60, and WTI
falling from its high of $66 to its
current price of $55.
The reason behind the drop in
oil prices is supply build-up; the
United States has been ramping
up production steadily for all of
2019, which did not hurt the prices until the U.S. stockpiles began
to grow dramatically.
Signs of a global demand
slowdown in the energy market
heightened investor fears of the
ever-encroaching plateau of oil
and gas.
Political dealings have also
played their part in exacerbating
the price drop — with the first political issue being the heavy tension between the United States
and Iran that made headlines

over the summer, resulting in
higher than usual volatility in the
oil market.
As the conflict with Iran promised increased scarcity, oil prices
continued to drop. The second
important political issue affecting oil prices was the heightened
fear of both the United States and
China entering a recession on account of the trade war.
Uncertainty about the future
of demand from such large players in the oil space has caused
investors to be more sensitive
to stockpile increases than they
would have been if there wasn’t a
trade war.
On an industry-specific note,
Independent Exploration and
Production Companies are beginning to feel a crunch in the market. Historically, Independent
E&Ps were viewed as the startups
of the energy industry.
Investors placed little emphasis on the financial health of the
company and focused purely on

‘So Money’ podcast guides
listeners to a richer life

BY AYSE KELCE

BUSINESS EDITOR

“So Money” is an award-winning daily financial podcast hosted by Farnoosh Torabi, who is a
journalist, author and personal
finance expert.
The podcast started airing in
January 2014, and over 900 episodes later, still continues to reach
its listeners today.
“Looking for ways to save on
gas or double your double coupons? Sorry, you are in the wrong
place. Seeking profound ways to a
richer, happier life — welcome to
So Money,” the intro says. This intro implies that the podcast deals
with bigger issues in personal finance, but it also focuses on simpler common scenarios, making it
easy to understand for most people. In fact, heavy financial topics
are not selected as the themes of
the episodes.
The podcast focuses on personal stories as examples and provides deeper insights in addition
to highlighting the importance of
taking precautions in time.
The topics range from disability insurance to returning to work
after career pauses and tips on
job searches after college. Popular topics like student loan debts,
negotiating salaries and retirement plans are covered in the

episodes as well.
“So Money” episodes are generally structured with guests sharing their experiences on a specific
financial topic. These guests are
usually journalists, authors and
public figures like Arianna Huffington, Tim Ferriss, Gretchen Rubin, Seth Godin, Robert Kiyosaki,
Jim Cramer, Margaret Cho, Barbara Corcoran and Kate Snow.
Each episodes is around 30
minutes, and they usually start
with Torabi asking the guests
questions in order to give the audience an idea of who they are
and what their area of expertise
is. There are “Ask Farnoosh” episodes, where the main focus is on
answering questions coming from
the listeners.
Some episodes take a longer time to introduce the guests;
therefore, the first few minutes are
not very informative for those who
only expect financial advice.
“So Money” would be the ideal
personal finance podcast for those
who like to listen to other people’s
stories, possible scenarios and get
the opinions of experts and public
figures.
However, for listeners hoping
to dive into national and international economy and finance in detail may not enjoy “So Money” as
much.
Inc. Magazine chose the podcast as a “Top Business Podcast to
Grow Your Business,” and it got the
top Financial Podcast Award from
the Plutus Foundation.
It also made it to the top of the
list of “24 Exceptional WomenHosted Podcasts for Entrepreneurs in 2017” by Entrepreneur.
The podcast is available on
Torabi’s own website and Apple
Podcasts.

whether or not production was
increasing.
However, more recent market
movements have signaled a move
away from that perspective on independents.
Contrary to current market
trends, whether or not the business had a positive free cash flow
was generally ignored, and valuations like net asset value were
king, as they provided simple predictions for future production.
Now as worries of slow demand grow, the companies with
the lowest breakeven will be the
companies to earn the most, and
as many Independent E&Ps have
breakeven prices over $70, which
is highly unsustainable in the current climate.
Oil indicators seem to point to
an upward trend in the near future. WTI has recovered from its
price of $51 three weeks ago to its
price of $55 now.
The WTI futures market has
shifted into backwardation, with

the difference between the first
and fourth month contract being
positive. This shows a tighter and
more liquid market for WTI than
there has been for the past year.
Increased trade activity may be
a sign of investors thinking more
positively about the commodity.
Another driver for future performance is the WTI and Brent differential.
The differential has declined
rather sharply over the summer,
from its price of $10 three months
ago to its current price of $5. This
lessened differential will slow
down imports, which can be seen
in the U.S. crude inventory.
This decrease in imports is
going to have a larger effect on
American inventories once it is
combined with the fact that the
Permian Basin pipeline capacity
is set to drastically improve heading into 2020.
This will lead to a positive
feedback loop, with fewer imports
reducing the differential and the

reduced differential reducing imports.
To take advantage of this future potential export increase,
it would be wise to invest in the
leaders in Permian production,
such as Exxon Mobil Corp. and
Chevron Corp., as well as the
companies that will be providing
the increased pipeline capacity
shortly such as TRP.
However, it is important to
note that while the signs may
seem to be overly positive currently, if the differential was to
tighten further or possibly reverse
to a point before the shale revolution, potentially due in part to
many Permian players going out
of business in a lower-priced oil
environment, then the exports
will drop significantly.
By Silvio Pantoja
Editor’s Note: The market data is
from Sept. 2, the day the article
was written.
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Lana Del Rey shines on latest album by finally finding her sound
SVEN LARSEN

ARTS & STYLE EDITOR
Adding to her long list of namedropped icons of Americana, the
New York native pop songstress
Lana Del Rey dropped her sixth
studio album entitled Norman
Fucking Rockwell! in August.
Much like the 20th century illustrator himself, Lana Del Rey
captures the minutiae of life with
a unique perspective that has finally solidified with a star-spangled
sense of self and confidence on the
new record.
Jack Antonoff, pop music's notso-hidden secret curator for stars
like Taylor Swift and Lorde, handled much of the record's production alongside Del Rey. The duo
combines their mutual love for a
stripped yet lush sound and for the
tunes of yesterday to piece together
an idyllic record.
Whereas Antonoff's affinity for
pianos and strings may highlight
the melodrama of Lorde's sophomore record, on Norman Fucking
Rockwell! the pairing evolves Del
Rey's typical hushed sound to become a quiet and confident take on
love, fear, politics and more all over
intricate and light production.
Often seen as music's resident
sad girl, a title that she claims on
Ultraviolence, Del Rey has weighted past records down with heavy
production that blast this moniker
with hip-hop influenced tracks
like “Dark Paradise” and orchestra
samples on “Young and Beautiful.”
Norman Fucking Rockwell! discards hi-hats and huge string sec-

tions for neat piano melodies and
controlled instrumentation. The
decrease of noise highlights the
consistent high points over the past
five records; Del Rey’s lyricism and
vocals.
The record features an assembly
of different vocal techniques with
the high melismatic whispering on
"Fuck it I love you" and eerie stuttering “t’s” on “Bartender.”
Del Rey’s meandering experimentation goes beyond vocals and
manifests in the songs’ forms.
With tracks like "Venice Bitch"
that boasts a bloated nine minute
and half long run, the initial response is concerningly confused.
But as this third track unravels out
of itself, it's a silky melodic stroll
through the nostalgia of a relationship where "as the summer fades
away/ Nothing gold can stay."
The crescendo of electronic
sounds over the track’s acoustic
roots tie Del Rey's own roots in
synth beats and distortion from her
2012 sophomore record Born to Die
with the more folk-focused sound
she's explored on the 2017 Lust for
Life.
The timeline that “Venice Bitch”
walks down takes listeners directly
to the growth and influences behind Del Rey.
Songs are not just given their
space to breathe; Norman Fucking
Rockwell! sees each song developing their own atmosphere that has
always floated around in Del Rey's
music but never fully formed.
The style of Del Rey changes
from record to record, yet there always seemed to be more style over

NEON TOMMY | WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Since her self-titled first debut in 2010, Lana Del Rey has gone on to receive Grammy, Golden Globe and VMA nominations.
substance. Norman Fucking Rockwell! hones in on the substance of
each song, finding a strong style
within each.
Although the record may go
from a dancing sway in "How to
disappear" to a pleading and familiar pop sound on "California,"
it laces each track together in their
unique stance and formation.
Del Rey exposed how her managers feared releasing “Venice

Edited version of Marvel comic reveals
Captain America calling U.S. ‘flawed’
ALI HUSSAIN

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
In honor of Marvel Comics’
80th anniversary, a number of
writers and artists were brought together to celebrate with the release
of a special issue–Marvel Comic
No. 1000. The issue however was
met with controversy when the text
by Captain America was changed
entirely.
The page that was initially written by Mark Waid and drawn by
John Cassidy read, “I’m asked how
it is possible to love a country that’s
deeply flawed. It’s hard sometimes.
The system isn’t just. We’ve treated
some of our own abominably.”
Evidently, this original version
had Captain America taking the
opportunity to criticize the United
States’ past, while at the same time,
acknowledging that the only viable
response is a passionate revolution
of thought which can force those in
power to listen.

Though he may have
started as a bland
propaganda machine
that helped the war effort
and the following anticommunist effort, Captain
America came to be much
more as other issues
continued to plague the
United States.

“Yes, it’s hard and bloody work.
But history has shown us that we
can, bit by bit, right that system
when enough of us get angry...
When enough of us call for revolution and say, ‘Injustice will not
stand.’”
Overall, this seemed to be a
message that was not terribly divisive and that most Americans
could accept as the truth, with
the exception of the blindly patriotic who are unable to stomach
criticism of any kind aimed at their
country.
However, this was changed to a
more neutral reflection on the nature of masks and the role of Captain America, not as a man but as
an idea.
This neatly allows Captain
America to avoid speaking on the
evil side of America’s past.
This comes not too long after
Art Spiegelman, author of Maus,
was asked to remove criticism of
President Donald Trump from the
foreword of the upcoming book,
“Marvel: The Golden Age 19391949,” published by The Folio Society, in which he called Trump an
“Orange Skull,” likening the president to Captain America’s Nazi enemy, Red Skull.
Neither instances of politicization should come as a surprise
since Marvel CEO Isaac Perlmutter
is close friends with Trump and is
noted to have been one of Trump’s
largest individual campaign donators, having reportedly donated
$360 thousand to his re-election
campaign.
Though some may seek to argue the point that comics should
not delve too much into the political field, a glance at the history of
comics reveals that the very first
comics were political cartoons,

that were written on the back of a
newspaper.
These comics sought to inspire
people toward certain movements,
whether it be federalism in the early days of the United States or the
first labor unions.
Even Benjamin Franklin had a
go at comics, creating the famous
“Join, or Die” piece of a picture of
a snake cut into 13 pieces that each
represented an American colony.
The title of Captain America itself merits political involvement.
In his debut issue, he’s shown
punching Hitler in the face.
After the Nazis were done and
over with, writers made him a
mouthpiece for McCarthyism,
tearing down the supposedly ubiquitous Communist agenda.
Though he may have started
as a bland propaganda machine
that helped the war effort and the
following anti-communist effort,
Captain America came to be much
more as other issues continued to
plague the United States.
During the Nixon administration, Steve Rogers stepped down
as Captain America and became
Nomad, dissociating himself from
the USA due to his disillusionment
with how the country was eroding
from the inside.
For the first time, this showed
that patriotism is not always blindly following your country; sometimes it is having the guts to take
a step back and realize that the
country can be made much better.
The first step along the way to making your country better is to admit
that the country is flawed.
This is what Mark Waid was trying to encapsulate in his original
writings — something that has
been a part of comics from the very
beginning.

Bitch” as a single due to its length
and title and would prefer a typical
three minute pop track, according
to an interview she did for Beats
Radio 1.
“I was like ‘no, end of summer
some people just wanna drive
around for 10 minutes and get lost
in electric guitar,” Del Rey said, and
that word was final.
The record is void of cheap tactics to sell. There’s no obvious filler

track and the song list is kept at a
modest 14 songs with no fellow
singers featured on any track.
Norman Fucking Rockwell! sees
Del Rey focusing on the music and
developing a unique style of indifference to bitesize singles and
shiny features.
The record does not care
about the state of modern music
business but solely for the music
itself.

Wear white after Labor
Day despite the old rules

LILY RANSOM

D

ear Lily,
Can I wear white after
Labor Day?
-Hannah Grant

Dear Hannah,
The “no white after Labor Day”
rule is actually not a real rule. In
the 1800s and early 1900s, deeply
established upper class women
wanted to find a way to distinguish themselves — old money —
from other wealthy people— new
money, which was felt to be more
vulgar.
The old money women came
up with a number of silly fashion
“rules” that only women in the
know followed.
One of these particular rules
was that one cannot wear white
after Labor Day, which is a federal
holiday typically signifying the
end of the summer season.
If you did not know this rule,
and have worn white after Labor
Day, you were considered to be
committing a common faux pas of
fashion.
Other sources say that it was a
sign of wealth if you did not wear
white after Labor Day because it
meant you could afford to have
two separate wardrobes, one for
summer and one for winter.
Overall, most explanations of

the Labor Day rule have something to do with wealth.
Since Labor Day is considered
to be the last weekend of summer, women would put away their
white clothes and take out their
winter wardrobes for use after that
weekend.
If you continued to wear white,
it signified that you did not have
enough money to buy two separate sets of clothes for the summer
and winter season.
Regardless of these rules,
which used to be strictly followed
by most people, they have gone
out the window in the past few
decades, and perhaps even earlier than that, as French fashion
designer Coco Chanel wore white
all year round during the 20th century.
The short answer is yes, you
can wear white after Labor Day. It
was never an actual fashion rule, it
was merely a status symbol which
no longer exists.
If you want to continue to wear
your white jeans after Labor Day,
go right ahead! If they are your absolute favorite pair of pants and
you simply cannot part with them,
no fear—you will not be ridiculed.
We live in a society where you
can wear whatever you want,
whenever you want, and you will
be accepted. So continue wearing
those white jeans, those white tops
and those white shoes that you
love so dearly.
Another reason why you can
continue to wear white after Labor
Day is simply due to the fact that it
may still be hot!
September doesn’t always
equal immediate fall weather. We
often continue to have 80 degree
days so those white shorts can still
be put to good use.
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New nanotubules generate electricity when exposed to light
BY ISRAEL CATALAN

STAFF WRITER

Nanotechnology sounds like
science-fiction to many, but recent
studies are making it a viable reality. Researchers at the University of
Tokyo, alongside other international research groups, have discovered
a new nanosized material that can
help generate electricity more efficiently.
The new material is tungsten
disulfide, which — when wrapped
into a cylindrical tube — creates a
better flow for electricity because of
its natural shape.
When exposed to light, the material creates a photovoltaic effect
and creates electricity. A photovoltaic effect is essentially the conversion of light to electricity. This reaction is similar to what happens in
solar panels.
Currently, researchers are exploring whether nanotube may be
used to enhance solar panels and
create a more effective source of
electricity. Additionally, in another
research group by the University of
Kansas, graphene was used to create solar cells and test their endurance. Graphene is regarded to be
the lightest yet strongest material
made of carbon and conducts electricity.
When tested against other materials such as tungsten disulfide
and molybdenum disulfide, graphene showed a 400% improvement in current retainment. What
this means is that graphene, in
combination with tungsten disulfide, maintained the conduction of

electricity for a longer amount of
time than other materials.
A big constraint however is the
material’s size. With the nanotube being at a nanoscopic level,
the tube cannot produce enough
electricity to be useful. However, if
the size limitations are overcome
through more investigation, researchers claim that the technology
can be used to power batteries and
photovoltaic equipment.
The future looks bright with new
implementations of materials such
as graphene and tungsten disulfide. With solar panels becoming
more common, the research being
conducted with nanotubes could
benefit our sources of energy longterm.
According to the Center for Climate and Energy Solutions , the U.S
is estimated to have 36% of its total
renewable electricity come from
solar power. In comparison to only
7% of its total renewable electricity being solar in 2015, the United
States is showing an increasing demand for this new source of electricity.
According to the Solar Energy
Industries Association, solar energy is becoming more commonplace as a form of electricity and
field of employment. SEIA claims
“over 242,000 Americans work in
solar.” It is beneficial to understand
the effects of an industry on the
common person and the potential
that the solar energy industry still
has.
Research from groups like the
University of Tokyo, greatly dictate
where the future could be headed.
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A novel kind of nanotube generates current in in light, which could be used in optical sensors and infrared imaging chips.
SEIA also claims that solar residential systems have become much
cheaper over the past nine years,
from an initial cost of 40,000 dollars in 2010 down to 18,000 dollars
in 2019.
While the idea of improvements
on solar energy sounds like a perfect scenario, it is also important
to know the risks and effects from
these systems.
According to the Union of Concerned Scientists, the storage for
solar energy consumption is costly.
Concentrating solar plants are a
form of storing solar energy for use
later by converting solar energy

into heat energy and finally into
electricity. For CSPs to work most
efficiently, they would have to be
placed in areas where sunlight is at
its brightest, like deserts.
The problem with CSP is the
massive amounts of water used to
cool the plants, which counteracts
the placement of the CSPs in deserts. Another big issue with solar
panels is the manufacturing of the
parts.
The UCS claims that workers face the possibility of inhaling
silicon dust and other hazardous
chemicals. It is true that solar energy produces no harmful emissions

but the manufacturing process still
produces harmful carbon dioxide
which constitutes a greenhouse gas
emission.
Solar-powered cities and homes
could be common in the upcoming
future with the current research on
nanotechnology.
With the new nanotube material, it is very likely that more researchers will surpass the limitations of the size. Phones, laptops
and schools could all be powered
by this new material and hence
make this study one of the most
crucial for our generation.

Musk vs. Ma: debate rages over computers surpassing their creators
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Known for his innovative ideas
at Tesla and SpaceX, Musk’s latest
ventures now include Neuralink. In
order to integrate both humans and
computers, Musk proposes that the
brain technology that Neuralink
creates could disrupt AI forever.
“While significant technological challenges must be addressed
before a high-bandwidth device
is suitable for clinical application,
with such a device, it is plausible to
imagine that a patient with spinal
cord injury could dexterously control a digital mouse and keyboard,”
Musk stated in his study titled, “An
integrated brain-machine interface
platform with thousands of channels.”
Musk decided that the creation
of such a device will prove that
there is a place for both humans
and AI to work together, despite the
heavy criticism.
When Musk suggested that the
world champion of chess would
lose against a computerized chess
player, Ma reponded that “he does
not want to play chess or go against
a machine,” CNBC reported.
Competition between humans
and AI have stirred since the debates about lost jobs and opportunities. Musk’s creation of a new
brain device could open doors to
a new world of humans waving the
white flag to the upcoming robot
generation.
However, this idea seems to be
in the far future as The New York
Times reports this to be driving
“quickly into science fantasy,” but
Musk is determined to run as many
trials and tests to create a better future for both humans and AI.
Ma’s skepticism should not be
taken lightly. Even though Musk’s
approach to the world of computers has some validity, the one thing
that humans outsmart AI in is em-

HECTOR RETAMAL | GETTY IMAGES

Elon Musk of Neuralink disagreed with Alibaba’s Jack Ma on if humans can create things that can outsmart them at the World Artificial Intelligence Conference in Shanghai.
pathy. This begs the question just
how far AI will reach to become
nearly aligned to human nature.
Telecom companies have been
utilizing the intricate and humanistic qualities of AI by investing in
chatbots and helpful tools on their
sites. “The ability to offer speech
and voice services such as chatbots
is available thanks to artificial intelligence and machine learning,”

Forbes stated.
Instead of relying on human interaction, customers jump in using
chat guides to find what they are interested in, resulting in immediate
satisfaction.
While Ma stands correct in the
fact that it does seem a bit overboard that computers will outsmart
the human race, Musk presents a
clear case that AI would rather aid

than outsmart, even though he truly believes in the latter.
AI has already proven beneficial
to humans, but has become lackluster in terms of humanistic qualities and features that sometimes go
haywire.
The self-service check out in
your local grocery store will still
need an employee to verify the age
of a customer during the purchase

of an alcoholic beverage because
the machine cannot identify the
customer like a human can.
The Apple store still hires technicians to identify and fix problems
that Apple users have difficulty
troubleshooting. As such, unless
creators of AI streamline their
products to have more of a humanistic and less problematic touch,
humans are here to stay.
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Seaweed may repel climate change
BY AYCE KELCE

BUSINESS EDITOR
A recent research study at the
University of California - Santa
Barbara, focused on the possible
benefits of seaweed aquaculture to
the environment and in combating global warming. Published in
Current Biology, “Blue Growth Potential to Mitigate Climate Change
through Seaweed Offsetting” drew
attention to the carbon dioxide
emissions caused by the food industry.
Researchers who conducted
the study, Halley E. Froehlich, Jamie C. Afflerbach, Melanie Frazier
and Benjamin S. Halpern mapped
potential suitable waters for
growing seaweed based on documented wild ranges of seaweeds,
ideal temperature ranges for
growth, nutrient availability and
the countries that already produce
seaweed.
According to the study, 48
million square kilometers of the
oceans are suitable for seaweed
aquaculture, which could help carbon offsetting by sinking the algae
that stores carbon in its tissues in
the deeper ocean.
“Seaweed production of 500
million tons would consume 135
million tons of carbon, which is
3.2 percent of the carbon added
to seawater each year from greenhouse gas emissions,” wrote the
Global Aquaculture Alliance on its
website.
In a World Bank document,
“Seaweed Aquaculture for Food
Security, Income Generation and
Environmental Health in Tropical
Developing Countries,” it is predicted that the world will also need
to produce 50–70% more food by
2050.
“Producing large volumes of
seaweeds for human food, animal

JOEL C. BAUTISTA | THE TICKER

Seaweed farming could be a versatile tool in the effort to mitigate climate change
feed and biofuels could represent
a transformational change in the
global food security equation and
in the way we view and use the
oceans,” the document states.
Considering the carbon emission caused by only the food industry — which is an essential issue to address in order to combat
climate change according to the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change — seaweed aquaculture seems like a promising solution.
Froehlich, who is an assistant
professor in the Department of
Environmental Studies and in the
Department of Ecology, Evolution
and Marine Biology at UC Santa
Barbara and one of the researchers of the project, told The Current: “We really wanted to know if
it could be beneficial, but also be
realistic about its potential.”
“At a much larger scale, we find
seaweed culturing extremely un-

likely to offset global agriculture, in
part due to production growth and
cost constraints.
Yet offsetting agriculture appears more feasible at a regional
level, especially areas with strong
climate policy, such as California,”
the research stated.
It is obvious that the possible
grand-scale implications require
more research, resources and
awareness both in public and in
the industry itself.
Additionally, considering the
extensive indicators of climate
change nowadays, seaweed aquaculture would not be able to combat climate change alone, as researchers also agreed.
As the first global assessment
of seaweed aquaculture’s carbon
sequestration scaling potential,
this study can encourage more scientific studies that considers similar carbon-offsetting solutions to
be conducted in the future.
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Sports

Men's soccer and women's volleyball start season as victors
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
In the CUNYAC Coaches’ Preseason Poll, the Bearcats were projected to place first in the CUNY
Athletic Conference.
Ricardo Lllanos is a “player to
watch” this season. During last season, Llanos was named CUNYAC
player of the week. Llanos pairs
well with midfielder and forward
Cormac Foley.
Foley was a 2018 CUNYAC second team all-star. In addition, Foley was honored with the CUNYAC
Rookie of the Week award during
the 2017 season.
At Baruch, Foley has been
named the September 2017 Athlete
of the Month.
After a 2018 season highlighted
by a 32-day stretch in which the
team won seven of nine games,
only losing one.
In that span, they outscored
their opponents by a margin of 13
goals. The team looks to capture
that same energy this year.
“This year’s team most definitely has the potential to repeat in
CUNYAC league again, we’ve been
working hard in preseason and I
think the results will show on the
field," Assistant Coach Roni Hahitti said, when asked how he feels
about the team this year.
"We love that we have Richard
Llanos and Shaiem Allah Morad
back for another season.
We need to do what we can
to avoid complacency and truly
make an impact on the national
stage."
Hahitti also added, “Injuries
might leave us inhibited, though I

think we definitely have the depth
to mitigate any negative things that
can happen. If we’re going by individual games, then teams like
Vassar and NYU will show us how
we measure on a national standard. I’m happy with being voted
No. 1 in the preseason poll. I take
it as the other coaches seeing what
we’re doing here and what we hope
to achieve.
However, I know of many incidents where the No. 1 preseason
team doesn’t win, so it doesn’t
mean anything unless we win.”
The next matchup for the soccer team after St. Joseph's College
took place on Sept. 7 against the
Sage Colleges. It was the first recorded matchup between the two
teams.
This matchup was a non-CUNYAC scrimmage, as the teams are
competing for the coveted Alfred
Trophy.
Another team that just started
its season is the Baruch women's
volleyball team.
On Sept. 5, the Bearcats hosted
the SUNY Farmingdale Rams at
the Athletic Recreation Center and
won in three sets.
It was the season opener for
the Bearcats. Captain Stella Chung
returned after being selected to
the 2018 CUNYAC second all-star
team.
Standing at 5 feet, 6 inches tall,
Chung is looking to cement her
spot as one of the greatest outside
hitters to grace Baruch’s floor.
Another asset to the team is outside hitter, Anita Sengara.
Sengara was voted the 2018
CUNYAC first all-star, and she was

DENIS GOSTEV | BARUCH ATHLETICS

Baruch sports teams have officially begun play this season, with the men's soccer team splitting their first two matches.
also named the Baruch women’s
volleyball team MVP.
During a match against ColbySawyer College last season, Sengara recorded 35 kills, or spikes.
Before transferring to Baruch,
Sengara led University of Massachusetts Boston in kills and hitting

percentage.
The Bearcats look to build on
their performance in the 2018 season, placing fourth in the CUNYAC,
and semifinalists in the annual CUNYAC tournament.
The team has placed fourth in
CUNYAC league in consecutive

seasons, with their most recent divisional championship coming in
2015.
On Sept. 7, the Bearcats visit
Rutgers-Newark. All time, Rutgers has not posed a threat to the
Bearcats, losing 7 of 10 matchups.
The university is 1-3 on the road.

Astros and Dodgers remain top contenders in MLB power rankings
BY ETHAN BHERWANI

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

September has arrived, which
means the race for the playoffs has
begun. This month’s power rankings make a clear distinction between the contenders and pretenders.
30. Detroit Tigers: Superstar
Miguel Cabrera is surely stuck in
baseball purgatory. The Tigers are
owners of the worst run differential
in the entire league and the league’s
worst record as well.
29. Baltimore Orioles: The Orioles are not too far from the Tigers.
The only thing this franchise has
to look forward to in the next four
years is the MLB debut of 2019 ‘s
top draft choice, Adley Rutschman.
28. Miami Marlins: No one expected the Marlins to contend this
season from the beginning, and
their season is going as expected.
27. Toronto Blue Jays: The Blue
Jays are loaded with young prospects and fans should expect them
to be a regular pennant contender
after two or three years.
26. Pittsburgh Pirates: Despite
standout seasons from Josh Bell
and Starling Marte, the pitching
has not been able to get the job
done. Starting ace Chris Archer’s
time appears to be up.
25. Kansas City Royals:
Stripped of the core that made
them a World Series contender
from 2013-2016, the Royals have
nothing to build around.
24. Seattle Mariners: The Mariners are another team in the beginning of a dreaded rebuilding process.
23. Chicago White Sox: Lucas
Giolito might be the second coming of Mark Buehrle. Eloy Jimenez
may be the real deal. Either way,
the White Sox have not been able to
bail out a mediocre pitching core.

22. San Diego Padres: Many
expected the Padres to put up a
fight in the NL West. Unfortunately,
Manny Machado’s production has
not lived up to his $300 million
contract.
21. Colorado Rockies: A shocking year from Ryan McMahon, coupled with steady production from
Nolan Arenado and Trevor Story
makes for a dynamic offense. The
pitching, as always, could not keep
up and has brought them down.
20. Los Angeles Angels: Sadly,
Mike Trout is the only shining star
here and the weak prospect pool
isn’t exactly helping.
19. Texas Rangers: To be a playoff contender, teams have to win
games away from home too. The
Rangers have been spectacular at
home, but need to piece it together
away from Arlington.
18. San Francisco Giants: The
Giants’ core is not young anymore,
which means a rebuild is inevitable.
17. Cincinnati Reds: The Reds
are a mediocre team with a good
young core. They should be playoff
contenders in the near future.
16. New York Mets: The Mets
have been the hottest team since
June, but still have several teams to
hurdle over.
15. Milwaukee Brewers: The
Brewers have cooled off since their
hot start. They need it kick into
playoff gear to be ready come October.
14. Arizona Diamondbacks: As
the Diamondbacks compete for a
wild-card spot, they may regret not
being buyers at the deadline.
13. Philadelphia Phillies:
Bryce Harper has taken this team to
the next level, ever since he started
heating up after the All-Star break.
This team will only go as far as he
takes them.
12. Tampa Bay Rays: The Rays

CMY23 | FLICKR

The Houston Astros, New York Yankees, Minnesota Twins and Los Angeles Dodgers remain top postseason contenders.
were once the best team in the
league, but they have fallen down
to earth. It is a toss-up between
them, Cleveland, Boston and Oakland for the American League Wild
Card spots.
11. Atlanta Braves: They will
likely finish off the season with
the National League East title, but
their roster is not deep enough to
contend with powerhouses like the
Los Angeles Dodgers come playoff
time.
10. Boston Red Sox: The Sox
looked out of place early in the season, barely able to stay afloat with
a .500 winning percentage. Since
June, they have stormed out of the
gates, more closely resembling a
team that is the defending World
Series Champions.
9. Oakland Athletics: The Athletics have a stacked young core,
and coupled them with proven, developed hitters. This team is look-

ing scary. Relievers Blake Treinen
and Liam Hendriks have held the
bullpen down all year.
8. St. Louis Cardinals: The Cardinals have it all, with a deep lineup
and quality pitchers. They will have
to keep it together come playoff
time.
7. Chicago Cubs: They are biggest threat to the Dodgers in the
NL. If Yu Darvish finds himself
down the stretch, this team can
challenge anyone.
6. Cleveland Indians: Choosing
to bolster depth, rather than focus
on talent this deadline, this team
looks ready for October.5. Washington Nationals: The Nationals
have been the best team in the
league since mid-May. They will
put up a fight as long as reliever and
closer Sean Doolittle can rebound
and find his strikeout pitch.
4. Minnesota Twins: The Twins
are unexpectedly the best hitting

team in the league all year. They
already set the major league record
for home runs in a season and in
this stacked league, even that is not
a guarantee for the number one
spot.
3. Los Angeles Dodgers: Now is
the time for the Dodgers. But even
if they do not get it done this year,
they’ll still be number one in the
National League come next year.
2. New York Yankees: In the
absence of Giancarlo Stanton, D.J.
LeMahieu is looking like the AL’s
Most Valuable Player. Electric arms
Luis Severino and Dellin Betances
should be back just in time for playoff baseball.
1. Houston Astros: Alex Bregman, Jose Altuve, Carlos Correa,
and Yordan Alvarez have it all together. The unmatched pitching
rotation will carry the lineup even
further, making the Astros unstoppable.
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2019 U.S. Open features big surprises
BY AYSE KELCE

BUSINESS EDITOR
The 2019 U.S. Open Tennis
Championship has taken an interesting turn since the world’s topranked players of both men’s and
women’s singles were eliminated
in the fourth round.
Last year’s women’s champion,
Naomi Osaka, who defeated Serena Williams for the title, lost to
23rd-ranked Belinda Bencic.
Meanwhile, the defending
men’s champion, Novak Djokovic,
had to retire due to injury during
his fourth-round match against
Stan Wawrinka.
In fact, the other top two players of women’s singles — secondranked Ashleigh Barty and thirdranked Karolina Pliskova — were
defeated along with Osaka in the
fourth round.
Djokovic recently won the 2019
Wimbledon Tournament against
Roger Federer and as the world’s
current No. 1, he was one of the favorites of the men’s singles in this
year’s U.S. Open. Rafael Nadal and

Gauff was visibly
emotional after she
lost to Osaka, but her
opponent encouraged
the young player to join
her post-match interview
and acknowledge the
audience.

EDWIN MARTINEZ1 | FLICKR

Roger Federer, the world’s No. 2
and No. 3, respectively, were considered to be the closest to the title
at that moment.
At 38 years old, Roger Federer
holds the record for most Grand
Slam tournaments won with 20
wins, followed by Nadal, 33 years
old, with 18 wins and Djokovic, 32
years old, with 16 wins.
Wawrinka, who had won
against Djokovic, fell to fifthranked Russian Daniil Medvedev
in the quarterfinals, while Federer
shockingly lost to 78th-ranked Bulgarian Grigor Dimitrov in five sets.
Medvedev and Dimitrov will
face off in the semifinals.
Last year’s U.S. Open women’s
singles and this year’s Australian
Open champion Naomi Osaka,
who is the first Japanese tennis
player to earn a Grand Slam title,
also surprised her fans by losing to
Bencic on Sept. 2.
The 21 year old’s unexpected
victory against Williams was discussed a lot last year at the U.S.
Open, followed by controversial
comments by Williams against the
officiating on who deserved the
title.
Osaka took part in another in-

teresting scene at this year’s U.S.
Open after her match with the 15year-old Coco Gauff.
Gauff was visibly emotional
after she lost to Osaka, but her
opponent encouraged the young
player to join her post-match interview and acknowledge the audience.
Williams’ chance to win her
seventh U.S. Open title has increased.
However, Williams scared her
fans when she rolled her right
ankle during the second set of her
match against Petra Martic.
She also advanced to the semifinals, following a 44-minute
thumping of Wang Qiang in the
quarterfinals.
After the U.S. Open lost some of
its favorites, it is unknown which
players will take advantage of the
situation and earn this year’s last
major tennis title.
Williams remains the heavy
favorite on the women's side, as
does No. 5 ranked Elina Svitolina.
The two will face off in the semifinals.
Nadal remains the heavy favorite on the men's side with Federer
and Djokovic eliminated.
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Baruch Weekly

DOUBLE TAKE

SUDOKU SOLUTION:

ISSUE #1

ADVICE FOR STUDENTS BY STUDENTS
DEAR DOUBLE TAKE:
How can I avoid the massive crowds during the day?.

M

assive crowds are a tricky thing to avoid because everyone
needs to go to class at about the same times during the day.
Even if you don’t have class during the busy hours you might arrive when everyone is leaving which could be even worse. The majority of
classes between 1:00-5:00 p.m. typically generate these crowds. There are
a few ways to go about avoiding them. You can totally avoid registering for
a class around those times, though I would say that’s a drastic approach.
You can also come earlier so you’re situated and in an advantageous spot
to both go to class and leave discreetly. This is what I would advise so you
avoid the elevator struggle you’re bound to encounter dealing with day
classes. The crowds are an unfortunate side effect of a commuter school
with a small campus but that’s just how it is. By the nature of the question
I'll assume you’re new to Baruch. If so, welcome!

RODNEY NGUESSAN

T

he overwhelmed elevators and escalators are usually the causes
of the huge crowds of people on campus since there are just too
many students trying to use them at once. To help in keeping the
halls clear, avoid taking the elevator to or from the fifth floor to go down
unless you absolutely have to. Using the elevators from there will without a doubt slow you and all of the other students down. When heading downstairs I always use a staircase, get off on the third floor and take
the escalator down the rest of the way from there if you need to stay in
the building. You can also take staircase J straight to the second floor. If
you’re exiting the building just take the stairs all the way down and out
into the street. There are multiple staircases throughout the building,
making them the most convenient routes around.

JULIO HERNANDEZ
Submit a question to the Double Take team via Google Form on The Ticker's Facebook page, or email doubletake@
theticker.org.
Disclaimer: It is up to The Ticker's discretion whether or not to publish certain questions. Additionally, the use of this
column is strictly informational. The Ticker is not trying to replace any legal, medical or professional consultation,
and we do not claim to be doing so. If you are having serious concerns at school or in life, we recommend you reach
out to the Baruch Counseling Center at 646-312-2155.
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Career Spotlight
Save the Date

Internship Update

The Spotlight Series: Mastering Your Elevator
Pitch (Presented by Surgent CPA)
Tuesday, Sep 10, 12:30 a.m to 2:00 p.m., NVC
2-190
Learn how to create, update and master your
elevator pitch - a self-introduction that is being
used during networking events, interviews and
professional meetings.

MTA Office of the Inspector General

Creating Your Own Major: The Ad Hoc
Wednesday, Sep. 11, 12:30 p.m. to 2:20 p.m., NVC
2-190
This workshop is designed for students who are
interested in combining courses from several
departments into a unique and coherent major.

SCDC Tip of the Week
Check out the SCDC Tip of the Week from the
Starr Career Development Center
“Don’t be afraid to showcase your personality and highlight
your soft skills during an interview. During the interview,
please keep in mind that the employer is observing and
assessing your personality, deciding whether or not you
would be a good fit for the team. Don’t be afraid to be
yourself!"
– Rebecca Marrero, Program Advisor

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

General Intern
The OIG is seeking highly motivated interns with an interest
in public service, government,
law enforcement and/or transportation. Under the supervision of seasoned senior staff,
OIG Interns will assist investigations and/or audits involving allegations of waste, fraud, abuse,
and deficiencies relating to the
Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority (MTA), its affiliates
and their subsidiary agencies,
the nation’s largest public mass
transit system.
All OIG Interns must be in
good standing at their schools

or very recent graduates, and
all are subject to background
checks.
This is a paid internship in
New York City.
Responsibilities
Include
drafting reports and memoranda, assisting on interviews
and site visits, coordinating with
attorneys, auditors, investigators, and others to ensure that
all pertinent data, evidence and
information has been obtained,
documented, reviewed, conveyed, and/or filed consistent
with professional standards,
among other duties as assigned.

Preferred Qualifications include
excellent judgment and strong
writing, grammar, communication, and organization skills.
Also important is the ability to
visit MTA locations, to record
and report observations, and
computer literacy.

Starr Search ID: 128308

CBS Corporation
Intern, Digital Media/Social Media - Smithsonian Channel
Smithsonian Channel is a
joint venture between Showtime
Networks and the Smithsonian
Institution. They are looking for
a digital and social media intern
to look after day to day activities
of their social media channels
like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and so on.
Key responsibilities include
social media reporting and
analysis through Sprout Social and other third-party tools,
brainstorming and implementing scheduling and project

management for digital marketing stunts, supporting distribution and promotion of video
for premiering shows, developing competitive assessments
& trend analyses for key social
media initiatives, develop posts
and strategies to support Smithsonian Networks across various
social platforms, assisting in QC
of site, apps, social and interactive projects and other miscellaneous tasks as needed.
Preferred qualifications include undergraduate student

status (rising junior or above)
with a 2.50 GPA or above. Submission of a cover letter is a
must. The candidate must be
proficient in MS Word, Excel,
and PowerPoint with superior
communication and interpersonal skills.

Starr Search ID: 128175

